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WASHINGTON: In this undated image provided by Adam Summers, a University of Washington professor in the department of Biology and the
School of Aquatic and Fisheries Sciences, a scan of the Thoracocarax Stellatus species of fish is shown, with color added by computer to enhance
the rendering of the structure of the bones. — AP

SEATTLE: University of Washington biology pro-
fessor Adam Summers no longer has to coax
hospital staff to use their CT scanners so he can
visualize the inner structures of sting ray and
other fish. Last fall, he installed a small comput-
ed tomography, or CT, scanner at the UW’s
Friday Harbor Laboratories on San Juan Island in
Washington state and launched an ambitious
project to scan and digitize all of more than
25,000 species in the world. The idea is to have
one clearinghouse of CT scan data freely avail-
able to researchers anywhere to analyze the
morphology, or structure, of particular species.

So far, he and others have digitized images of
more than 500 species, from poachers to sculpins,
from museum collections around the globe. He
plans to add thousands more and has invited oth-
er scientists to use the CT scanner, or add their
own scans to the open-access database. “We have
folks coming from all over the world to use this
machine,” said Summers, who advised Pixar on
how fish move for its hit animated films “Finding
Nemo” and “Finding Dory” and is dubbed “fabu-
lous fish guy” on the credits for “Nemo.”

He raised $340,000 to buy the CT scanner in
November. Like those used in hospitals, the CT
scanner takes X-ray images from various angles
and combines them to create three-dimensional
images of the fish. With each CT scan he posted
to the Open Science Framework, a sharing web-
site, people would ask him, “What are you going
to scan next?” He would respond: “I want to scan
them all. I want to scan all fish.” Then he devel-
oped techniques, such as scanning multiple spec-
imens, that made the goal within reach, he said,
and suddenly a project that easily could have tak-
en 50 years boiled down to just a few years.

“It wasn’t just a joke anymore. We could actu-
ally say it and have a hope of actually getting
every fish scanned,” he said. Scans typically cost
$500 to $2,000 each, but Summers’ project pro-
vides free access to scans. Summers recalled
how as a graduate student 17 years ago he
bribed a hospital technician with Snickers bars
to scan large sting rays in its CT scanner. At the
time, he wanted to know how an animal with a
skeleton composed of cartilage could do such “a
crazy thing” as crush hard prey, such as snails
and mussels. The medical CT scan helped offer

an answer: The sting ray had mineralized tissue
in its cartilage.

Visualize skeletons 
So began his fascination with CT scans as a

way to uncover other puzzles: What’s the struc-
ture of a sting ray’s wing? How does one scale in
armored fish overlap with another and what are
the implications for movement? “It’s been a long
road from getting them for free, paying some
money for them, using hospital facilities in the
middle of the night,” Summers said. The scanner,
about the size of two dorm refrigerators, is
housed at the UW’s marine lab on Friday Harbor,
80 miles north of Seattle, where Summers is
associate director and a professor of biology and
aquatic and fishery sciences.

He is also known for his fish photographs -
stunning images of fish that have been stained
with red and blue dyes to highlight cartilage and
bone - which were shown at the Seattle
Aquarium. The scanner can handle smaller fish;

about two grapefruits stacked on top of each
other. The average fish is about a foot long, so he
said he can cover half the world’s fish. He’s hop-
ing to scan large fish using industrial scanners
elsewhere, including at the University of
Washington. Malorie Hayes, a graduate student
at Auburn University, took Summers up on his
offer to use the scanner after hearing him talk
about the project at a recent conference. 

In two weeks, she’ll fly to the lab to scan over
200 species of African barbs, a small freshwater
fish. Such fish are rare and difficult to obtain, she
said. To look at their skeleton, you typically
would have to destroy the specimen. CT scans
offer a non-destructive way to study those
bones. “Instead of having to cut them open, I can
visualize the skeletons,” she said. “There are lots
of questions that can be answered just by look-
ing at their skeletons.” Summers has been fasci-
nated with how researchers are using the scans.
Some are making computer graphics models
and animating the fish. — AP
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WASHINGTON: In this undated image provided by Adam Summers, a University of
Washington professor in the department of Biology and the School of Aquatic and Fisheries
Sciences, a scan of the Trinectes Maculatus species of fish, also known as the Hogchoker, is
shown. — AP

SYDNEY: A woman using the toilets at a
local cemetery in Australia had the fright of
her life after finding a large fur seal nap-
ping in the cubicle. The discovery of the
120-kilogramme animal was even more
surprising as he was half a kilometer from
the nearest water. “We thought it was a
practical joke when we were told,” Karina
Moore from Devonport Council in north-
west Tasmania state said yesterday.

“It’s a big mystery. It’s very unusual to
find a seal so far inland. “There’s a small
creek about half a kilometer away but he
would still have had to cross a busy road

and several paddocks to make it to the
cemetery.” The council called in Parks and
Wildlife officials who sedated the seal,
which they named Sammy, before moving
him to a local beach and releasing him.

Wildlife biologist Rachel Alderman told
ABC radio Australian fur seals were com-
mon around Tasmania. 

“They’re a really abundant species all
around Tasmania, particularly in Bass Strait,
and we’ve had them turn up in paddocks,
people’s backyards, and now we can add a
toilet block in a cemetery to the list,” she
said. —AFP
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MEXICO CITY: Honduras’ health minister
says eight babies with severe birth defects
linked to the Zika virus have been born in the
Central American country. Dr Yolani Batres
said Tuesday at a news conference that five
of the babies with microcephaly were born
this week. Batres says there are 493 known
cases of pregnant women who have been
infected with the Zika virus in Honduras. 

Zika is mostly spread by mosquitoes,

but cases of sexual transmission have also
occurred. Some women who contract it
during their pregnancies have given birth
to babies with microcephaly, which leads
to babies with abnormally small heads and
improperly developed brains. 

The Pan-American Health Organization
confirmed that through July 14, Honduras
had not reported a case of microcephaly
linked to Zika.—AP
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PARIS: Ground controllers bid a final
farewell yesterday to robot lab Philae, cut-
ting communications after a year-long
silence with the tiny probe hurtling
through space on the surface of a comet.
“Today communication with Philae was
stopped,” Andreas Schuetz of German
space agency DLR told AFP from ground
control in Cologne.  “This is the end of a...
fascinating and successful mission for the
public and for science.” The decision to cut
the link was taken to save energy on moth-
er ship Rosetta, orbiting around comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, for the final
weeks of its own historic mission.

Its batteries depleted, Philae’s last suc-
cessful communication with Earth was on
July 9 last year. The lines had been left
open on the very small chance of it coming
back to life. Under the hash tag
#GoodbyePhilae, the European Space
Agency (ESA) tweeted on behalf of Rosetta:
“Thinking of the wonderful adventures I
had with @Philae 2014 at Comet #67P@.”
On the eve of the break, Philae tweeted:

“It’s time for me to say goodbye. Tomorrow,
the unit on @ESA_Rosetta for communica-
tion with me will be switched off forever...”

The washing machine-sized probe has
been on 67P’s surface since November 12,
2014, an exciting part of the ESA’s ground-
breaking Rosetta mission to probe a comet
for clues to the origins of life on Earth.
Rosetta remains in 67P’s orbit, but as the
comet moves further and further away from
the Sun with its battery-boosting rays, the
spacecraft needs to save all the energy it can. 

“We need to maximize the power avail-
able to Rosetta’s scientific instruments, and
thus had no choice but to turn off the ESS,”
ESA senior science advisor Mark
McCaughrean told AFP. ESS stands for the
Electrical Support System Processor Unit on
board of Rosetta, which was used for Philae
to send home the results of its science
experiments and intermittent status
reports. Rosetta’s own mission will come to
an end on September 30, when it makes a
crash landing to join stranded Philae on the
comet surface. —AFP
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IN SPACE: This handout file artist impression released by the ESA/ATG media lab
shows the European probe Philae separating from its mother ship Rosetta and
descending to the surface of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. — AFP


